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        Switching Surges on Transmission System-I

                     Masao KiDo* and Yoshlo INAGAKi*

                           (Received June 11, 1965)

      This report presents the theoretica! ana!yses for the switching surges on transmission

   system which are perfectly suppressed by lightning arrester. '･･

                             1. Introduction

   It has been recognized for many years that voltage surges of considerable
magnitude could be produced under certalin system conditions. Many authors have

been pointed at the system fault and lightning surges as a source of high voltages.

Arresters were therefore designed to withstand all but the most severe lightning

surges that nature could produce. /
    Recently, it has become increasingly evident that lightning arresters were serv-

ing a more general purpose, namely, that they were and are serving as overvoltage
arresters.(')(2) They serve to limit overvoltages. It has become apparent also that

certain switching surges may be of suthcient"magnitude and duration to exceed the
discharge capacity of arresters. Therefore, switching surges become an important
factor for consideration･in the proper design and application of arresters. In a num-

ber of installations, it became apparent that lightning arresters were functional

more often on switching surge overvoltage than on lightning discharge voltages.
Consequently there was a very real need for studying switching surges and the
arrester discharges to see what duty was imposed upon the arrester each time its

series gap was sparked over by a switching overvoltage. ･
   One of the common type of switching surges is evidently switching a line. It
is the purpose of this report-to outline the fundamental nature of the mechanism
whereby overvoltages may be produced during interruption of transmission circuits
and extend the analysis to practical cases, including the effects of long lines and

the non-linear characteristics of arrester discharge.

  2. 0pening or Closing the Switch of Single Phase L S Z
     '                               '  , The elementary basic circuit is shown in Fig. 1. It

consists ofasource of generated sinusoidal voltage E, ' e l
an equivalent inductance L of the generator and trans- I･ e l
former,asurge impedance Z of the line, andaswitch aei fie i
                                                           ]rS, all in series except the arrester located at the send- 'i fie i
ing end of the transmission line. afiei p2e l/
   The function of an arrester is to prevent the fiow [
of power current to ground after having discharged the Fig. 1 Reflection lattice for
impulse current. It becomes evident, therefore, that an Y,i.t,Cth.i,ngi,S"i'.g.etS6dWh.et" :Xg

       should             have                      impedance to surges and high sending end.                  Iowarrester
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18 M. KIDo and Y. INAGAKI
impedance to normal power voltage. The arrester, which is used in model stations,

possesses the characteristics

An example of the hyperbolic characteristics is illustrated in Fig. 2.(2)

 Va
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          O 4oo soo 1200 Ia                                                            (A)
                      Fig. 2. Arrester voltage･current characteristics.

   The switch S is assumed to be originally in a closed position so that a steady-

state sinusoidal current fiows prior to the initial opening of the switch, The process

of building up excessive voltages by the interruption of the current Qf a connected

transmission line is as follows. The switch contact arc is extinguished when the
current is passing through zero, and the line is completely charged to one polarity.

One half-cycle later the generator voltage has reversed its polarity, but the line
voltage remains unchanged, so that double leg voltage is across the switch. If this

voltage breaks down the gap between switch knives, a wave travels down the !ine
and reflects. As the reflected wave reaches the switch and the entire line is charged

to a value of the arrester impulse spark over voltage, the discharging current flows
in the arrester. Adtually the effects of the discharging current limit the line voltage

to a finite value.

   In making a circuit by restrike of arc, the voltage across the switch (Eb-Ea) is

nullified or canceled. Therefore the switching operation may be regarded aS a can-

cellation process. A cancellation voltage (E.-Eb) superimposed on the voltage
(Eb-E.) which would exist if the circuit were not made results in zero voltage across

the switch, thereby simulates the closing the switch. ,. This cancel!ation voltage in

series with Z and L will circuiate a current and this current wil1 cause a voltage

on the line of (Writing e=Z7L)

                                                                '                       e ,.                                      , (2)          e = (e. -eb).
                     s+e '             '                    '                                   '
in operatioria! form.(S)

   This transient term superimposes on the steady-state terms. When the cancella-
tion wave reaches the far end of the line, it refiects like any other waves, and
upon returning to the line gives rise to a new voltage there. In general, then(a)
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    (.R.eis,u.i,t,ant)-=(.S.tsad,y,'state)+(.C.ain,ggi.iatien)+(,S,u..c.･cei.si,vqe,.refiec-) (3)

                                                 '
   The steady-state voltages of the generator and line are obviously v. and eb, resp-

ectively. The reflection and refraction operators at the generator end.are

                                                  t tt t                             s-e '                2s          a= s+e, P== s+6･ (4)
With attenuation neglected in the line, the reflected from the open end wil1 be ex-

actly the ,same as the original wave. This, upon returning to the source, impinges

upon the source -impedance sL which gives rise to a refiected wave. The amplitude
for the r-th reflection is given on the lattice of Fig. 1. Assuming the initial wave

to have a unit function, the resultant successive reflection surge at b, as compound"

ed of all reflections, is givgn by

          aee-2TS + aPee-4TS + aP2eE-6Ts + ............... ,

in which T is length of transmission line in seconds. The resultant voltage of the
line therefore is

          v == vo +eb + eo +aee-2TS +aieee-4T` + ･･･････････- (s)
where

                         e          eo == (ea-eb)' s+e - (6?
     '
   Let the generated voltage be E.sin(a)t+e) and the potentia1 of a wil1 then be

                                         '         'E. == E. sin(tot+e) ' (7)
if the switch is opened. And when the current flows in restriking of the arc be-
tween the opening contacts, of a switch, the normal voltage is

          Ti6 == E.' sin(tot+e-q,), q, == tan'i(toL/Z)

          Em' = Em Zl }/ Z2 + e)2L2

Let the instant of restriking of the arc be t=O and equation (7) will be

          E. =r'E. sin.e ,'' ･ ･ (8)
                                                         'With qo being omitted for convenience, the supplied voltage becomes

                                                    ' lt

           V6-E.' sin (of+e) ,(g,)
   The recovery voltage transient is given by equation (5), where vo, ee and e are

given by equations-(9), (6) and (2) respectively. With this substitutien; 'the solution

of equation (5) operationally yie!ds . . '･'
          V= {E.r sin (of+e) + Eb + E." (1-E-et)}H(t)

            + 2E." e{(t-2T)e-8(t'2T)H(t-2T)

            + (t-4T) a-e ･'t-4T) e-e(tm4T) . Ll(t-4T) + ･･････････････････} (lo)

where

          E." = E. sine - Eb
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          H(t-6) ..g O, t<6 ' ･ ' / .,
                     t l, tl 6

   This voltage builds up to serious value in few milliseconds. This merely
causes the arrester gap to spark over so that all that happens is that the
line current is suddenlY transferred to the arrester. This current continues to fiow

through the arrester until a current zero is reached at which time the arrester seals

off.and the system is then norma! again. As far as the arrester discharge current
is concerned, it depends on the initia1 value and on the system voltage, which is in-

fiuenced by the successive reflections of the cance!!ation waves. For the purpose of

this analysis, only the limiting case of instantaneous transition will be considered.

Io Va E,l

. -F---- b

(-....

I
t
.
N

Ia l
-E',l'

z '

Fig, 3. Wave components at a transltlon point.

   Fig. 3. shows a generator and an arrester at the sending end of a transmission

line of surge impedance Z When an incident wave E approaching along the line
reaches the transition point, it will give rise to a wave E' reflected back on the

line; transmitted cutrent waves IL and G; a potential Vh at the junction b. Assum-
ing that the current 4 flows into･ b by the steady-state voltage ( Vb+Eb) and cancel-

lation wave Eo, the fol!owing equations are self-evident :

          Va = vo + eo +e+ e' + eb , e== Zi

          im i' == ia+iL-io e' =Zi' (11)                           '
          ve + eo +eb = sLio , v. = sL iL
Therefore,,

          v. =v- sZi./(s+e) (12)          e" == v.-vo-eo -e- eb ' ' '(l3)
   If s is suMciently large, as will usually be true at transient state, 'the equation

(12) may be written

           Vh - V- ZIh

Equations (12) and (14) may be solved graphi-

cally as in Fig. 4, 'in which (V-Zlh) is plotted

against lh. Then for any lh there is a･certain

Vh, so that Vh and 4 may be obtained directly.

It is usually quicker to solve the equations by
graphical-tarbular method.(`)(5)

   Following the arrester operation, a voltage

(and current) surge travels'down the line, bring

the line voltage down to the arrester discharge

voltage. The voltage and current wave are
reflected from the open end of the line and

'Va

v'

Va

Va==V-ZIa

I
'
l
l

l

(14)

Arrester ,
 characteristics

o         Ia la .'
Fig. 4. Graphical solution for

      arrester circuit.
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travel back to the arrester. The reflected traveling wave of current thereupon re-
duces the arrester current. The degree of reduction depends on the arrester charac-

teristics and may be found by means of Duhamel's theorem.
   Thus, the subsequent voltage impressed to the arrester due to successive refiec-
tions is for open-end line,

          V== { E.' sin (of + e) + Eb + E."(1 - e-et) } H(t)
            + 2 E.n e { (t - 2 T) e-8 (t-2T) Hi(t-2T)

            + (t - 4T) (1 - e . t -4T) e-e(t-4T) . Hi (t -4T) +･--･････-･-.....}

            +P(t-2T)･H(t-2T) (15)
in which

          P(t) == 2 S'. E' (t -v) (v -6 . e-8v) dp

          Hi (t - a) : H(t - 6) - H(t - r)

T denotes the time when the reflected wave E' starts f-rom b.

   The arrester potential just before breakdown of the gap Lis plotted from equa-
tion (10) and it after arrester discharging is obtained from equation (ls). Thus Vh,

4 and E can be easily seen from above equations.
   The process of building up excessive voltages by the interruption of the charg-

ing currents of a connected transmission !ine, when the arrester is !ocated at the

open end, will be easily known by applying the above method.

L s

ab
E t'V

Fig. 5. When the arrester is located at the receiving end.

           3. Effect of Neutral Grounding in Three-phase System

   As far as the production of overvoltages is concerned, the isolated-neutral sys-

tem is under suspicion. The switching operation itself may lead to unde$irable over-

voltages. There are at present very few isolated-neutral system above 33kV in this

country.

   So far as overvoltages produced by switching are concerned, the effect of neut-

ral grounding impedance is important for three-phase transmission system. It is
clear, however, from studies made on laboratories, that the solidly grounded system
is least productive of overvoltages. As the amount of neutral impedance is inc;eased,

system become more prolific in production of overvoltages.
   This chapter is included, in order to show characteristics of high-voltage neutra!-

grounded system. It was assumed for/ this study'that at the time of switching, all

the lines or generators were being previously connected.
   Since this investigation is concerned with the effect of arresters on switching

surges, and with the nature of the discharge of the switching surge through the
arrester, high switching surge voltages were assumed to appear in three cases, in the

system.
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   Case I. In 'otte of the 'three litteg arc restrike8.

   Considering waves going in only one direction, there is, in general,

          E, - Zl,4+ Zl,h + Zi,G -          E,-4,A+Z,, llh+Zh, ag ) (16)
                                      J          E3 == Zkst 4 + Z32 h + Zsa 4
                                            '                        ik
where Z;. and a, denote the self and mutual surge impedance of the lines, respec-
tive!y. This equation applies under the condition that arc restrikes in one of the
lines. If one line, say No. 1, restrikes, then fp=O, h=!O. Substitute these values in

(16), or else by inspection

          :i;2.I SI l ,,,,

If E2 and E3 are taken as the incident wave E of the successive reflection surge,
given by equation (5) in previous chapter, then the induced surges on the other
lines will be immediately calculated from equatfon (17). For the successive reflection

waves, it must be noticed that the line terminals on the generator side are open, too,

   Thus, the arrester voltages connected to these lines can be obtained in previous

method.

             -･ Zi, Zh,-Zl, Zh,
This equation may be the incident wave of the successive reflection waves.

   Case lll. In all lines arc restrikes. ,
   It is immediately apparent that the circuit in this case is identical with that o'f

single phase and that the analysis of the foregoing section applies directly if, for

E, the values of Ei, E2 and E3 are substituted, respectively. Theref6re, for all line

restrikes one would expect from equation (15) the arrester voltages.
   Thus it appears from these theoretical considerations that switching in grounded-

neutral systems may be productive of overvoltages.

   Case II. In two lines arc restrikes.

   In this case k=O and (16) reduces to

          E, = Zi,k + Zi,h
          E, = Zh,k+ 4,h
          E, = Zsi4+ Zh,h

Solving these simultaneous equations, there is

                (Zl,, Zb, - Zzi Zk,,) E, + (Zi, Zh, - Zi, Zl,,) E,
          E,

   In
s but.

takep

                   ,4. Numerical Examples

this chapter cases will be considered similar to the foregoing Fig.1and Fig.

with the line being assigned certain specific length so that refiections can be

in account. As a numerical example, take the following:(2)

     T=O.5 ms
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          Z-470a ,
          E.-424kV (1.3xl/4:O ×1/7kV)

          to =120z
          L =O.122 H
          Eb == -400kV

Fohged ssCohakrvg.e voltage of an arrester having the characteristics of Fig.2 is assumed

   If the arc restrike is timed so that it is completed instantaneously t=rO, arrester

discharges occur att=O.59 ms, when e==900. Wave shapes calculated on these as-
sumptions are shown in Fig. 6. In this figure, the values cotresponding to no-loss

transmission line are plotted in solid curve and those gorresponding to the Hne of

laitnteesnttftiOTn=SflCt&rs. O･9(6) in dOtted line･ 9hain line illustrates the case for overhead

.,,gY.h,e¥,`,he..?i.'e,S,t,er.,',S',O,C.a,:,e,d.aga.',:C.e,i,V,S".g.e,n,d,･.a,rr,e..steir,,d.is,c.hargfsoccur.ato.66

                                                             '                                                               '                               t .t t tv. ttttt                                                        tt                                           (kVva)
                                            750 i! ../.zt'--'-K..T-･s...----

                                                 i                                            500                                                 i
                                                 i          Va

(kV)
 750

 5oo

 250

!t- 1

!1
   ii

    !V'"v

           Ol
       Fig. 6. Potentials of arrester, connected

             to the sending

   As a result of extensive
been established concerning

(1) As the curves of Fig.
bus is substantially less than

At1ms, the bus vo!tage
This peak voltage is only

has been reduced before arriving
(2) When the arrester is connected with the open end of the line

resulting from switching
several milliseconds.

   Thus, discharge duty
severe, compared with arrester

                          i                          l
                          i
                     250 i
                          11

                       ot                          11 2                          1 (MS)
                          i
                          1･                          l
                    -250                          I
                          I
  2 (.S)

                  Fig. 7 Potentials of arrester, con-

  end. nected to the receiving end.

      5. Conclusions

   calculations and theory the following conclusions have

  the arrester:

 6 indicate, the transient voltage appearing at the station

   7sekV, when the arrester is connected to the source.
is at its maximum instantaneous value of about 700kV.
twice normal line voltage, because the arrester voltage

  '' of the refiected wave.
                                , the arrester voltage
surges will exceed 700kV and sustain its va!ue during

imposed upon arrester in the open end may be particuJarly

     in the sending end.
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(3) The factors of surge attenuation and transmission line length can be neglected

as results of numerical calculations.
   In this paper, fundamental examples are analyzed. Though it' is more complex

on real system, calculation can be executed by means of the above-mentioned me-
thods.

   Furthermore, the laboratory setup manufactures for trial a surge analyzer, so
that the results can be obtained very easily and directly, in the case that circuit

constants, time of breaker restriking and etc. vary numerically.

  ' It wiil be reported in next chance as for this device.
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